JOB SPECIFICATION
JOB TITLE:
REPORTS TO:
DIRECT REPORTS:
DEPARTMENT:
LOCATION:

European Gas Reporter
Bureau Chief
None
Editorial
London, UK – Hybrid
This role will be based entirely remotely to begin with, leading to a hybrid
working model. The candidate needs to be based within easy commuting
distance from London for optimal collaboration and communication with
immediate colleagues, and must have the right to work in the UK.

COMPANY
Energy Intelligence is an independent provider of energy and geopolitical insights, analysis, data
and research. The company’s reputation has been built on uncompromised independent analysis
from access to primary sources of information and data. The Information Services, Data Analytics
and Research & Advisory teams provide a unique platform and an integrated approach, which
equips clients with differentiated value-added services vital to those in the energy industry. With
over 60 years of expert energy coverage, Energy Intelligence is the standard to navigating today’s
obstacles and taking advantage of tomorrow’s opportunities.
Energy Intelligence has offices in eight locations around the world: London, New York,
Washington, Houston, Dubai, Beirut, Singapore and Moscow.
OVERVIEW
Energy Intelligence is seeking an experienced reporter to produce original news and analysis on
the European natural gas sector and related economic and political developments for a range of
Energy Intelligence publications. We are looking for a resourceful and energetic journalist with
strong experience of covering European natural gas markets. The candidate should also be able
to work independently with little supervision, and to find and develop original news and feature
story ideas that will help differentiate Energy Intelligence from its competitors. The role includes
some editing responsibilities.
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
• Work as part of global team covering natural gas in Europe, with a focus on European pipeline
natural gas dynamics and pricing trends.
• Write forward-looking features and insightful analysis on a range of topics, including the role
of gas in the energy transition, supply contract strategies and trends, supply/demand
fundamentals, EU policy and regulations, among others;
• Cultivate productive relationships with European gas buyers, sellers, traders and regulators to
add depth and insight about market trends;

• Write and manage daily European gas news coverage for Energy Intelligence’s daily
publications;
• Provide regular editing assistance to the editor of our weekly gas publication, World Gas
Intelligence, including filling in as the primary editor as needed to cover holidays or absences.
• Compile and analyze proprietary European gas data for daily and weekly coverage
• Work collaboratively to compile accurate and timely market reports;
• Act as a subject matter expert in conferences, webinars, podcasts and videos.
As part of a growing and dynamic team, you may also be required to carry out any other duties
that may reasonably be required of you.
Some travel required.

SKILLS/EXPERIENCE
• 3+ years’ Experience of energy commodity market reporting, preferably covering the
European natural gas market.
• Comprehensive understanding of natural gas and financial terminology and concepts;
• A proven track record of breaking news;
• Strong analytical skills to gather information and spot and explain important trends;
• A love for primary source reporting;
• Excellent writing skills;
• Experience in formulating price assessments preferred;
• Willingness to engage directly with clients on natural market issues in a confident and
professional manner;
• The ability to prioritize and deliver daily, weekly and long-term assignments;
• Knowledge of a second language an advantage;
• Bachelor’s degree or other relevant professional training/diploma or equivalent experience
This job description is not exhaustive and may be updated to reflect relevant changes in line with
business requirements.
Energy Intelligence is an Equal Opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive
consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, sexual
orientation, gender identity, disability or protected veteran status. Energy Intelligence will not
discharge or in any manner discriminate against applicants or employees because they have
enquired about, discussed, or disclosed their own pay or the pay of another applicant or
employee. Nothing in this job posting should be construed as an offer or guarantee of
employment.

